
Comparing matter

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Solid Mass Liquid

Gas Dissolve Matter

1. ______________ - anything that has mass and occupies space - a
solid, liquid or gas

2. ______________ - a state of matter that has its own shape and never
changes shape; an object with definite mass and volume

3. ______________ - a substance that has a definite volume, but no
definite shape; a state of matter in which molecules are not as tightly
packed as those in a solid; liquids take the shape of whatever they
are poured in

4. ______________ - a state of matter that can change its size and
shape, and can take the shape of whatever it is put into; a substance
with indefinite mass and volume

5. ______________ - to break into particles so small so that the
particles cannot be seen

6. ______________ - the amount of matter in an object; a property of
matter that tells how much there is of something
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Comparing matter

Name___________________________ Class_________________ Date____________

Match each of the following terms to its definition:

Solid Mass Liquid

Gas Dissolve Matter

1. matter - anything that has mass and occupies space - a solid,
liquid or gas

2. solid - a state of matter that has its own shape and never changes
shape; an object with definite mass and volume

3. liquid - a substance that has a definite volume, but no definite
shape; a state of matter in which molecules are not as tightly packed
as those in a solid; liquids take the shape of whatever they are
poured in

4. gas - a state of matter that can change its size and shape, and can
take the shape of whatever it is put into; a substance with indefinite
mass and volume

5. dissolve - to break into particles so small so that the particles
cannot be seen

6. mass - the amount of matter in an object; a property of matter
that tells how much there is of something
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